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Denmark. I kept the log, but made no general observations
in it. What strikes me now most as regards Denmark is the
charm, beauty and independence of the women. They go about
freely, sit in cafe's together, smoke without self-consciousness.
They seem decidedly more independent than Englishwomen.
The men have charm of manner, especially of voice and tone.
The race is evidently receptive, and it must be beneficially in-
fluenced by the attractiveness of its women. On the other hand,
Denmark struck both Rickards and me as being an unimportant
and dull little country. Its villages were simply naught. They
had nothing, except a material sufficiency—no beauty, no
evidence of ancient traditions. The landscape also was prac-
tically everywhere negligible.
Admirable voyage home, though we did have to sleep in the
saloon. Fine food on the /. C. La Cour (2,000 tons). Smooth
sea. Sunshine. Heat. Favourable wind. But about 20 miles
or so of fog after we left Esbjerg on Wednesday evening. The
boat empeste by a gang of English girls—probably clerks in some
large establishment—doubtless quite decent in their own line.
But terribly gauche, ungraceful, and unfeininine and malfoelees
by comparison with the Danish.
To-day I began the reading of Lavisse and Rarabaud's " His-
toire Gene'rale ",a an enterprise less enormous than the writing of
it, but still enormous.
August 315*.
Read through the third quarter of the Harper serial this morning.
It seemed goodish. But there is no doubt in my mind now that
I want to change to another sort of novel—much more auto-
biographical than I have yet written. The first and third part
of" The Glimpse " contained a lot of essentially autobiographical
stuff, and " GLayhanger " something of me as a boy. But I
want to write more immediately—autobiographical work. The
third " Clayhanger" must be quite different from " Clay-
hanger" and "Hilda". I think I am now beginning to he
anxious to write the 3rd " Clayhanger " but there is a play, also
two stories, to come in front of it.
Friday, September $th.
Richard Pryce came on Wednesday and before night he had
1 " Histoire de France jusqu'a la Revolutioa,"
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